
Exploring The Web - Chapter 1

REVIEW:

1. List at least 3 questions you should ask yourself when critiquing a website.
 
  Do I like the way this site looks? Why or why not?
  Can I tell what this site is about? Why or why not?
  Can I find what I’m looking for easily? Why or why not?
  Does this design seen appropriate for what the site is about? Why or why not?

2. What does it mean to use constructive criticism?

  Constructive criticism requires you to critique intelligently. The goal is to help you learn, not to make 
you feel bad about yourself. This means recognizing the good things as well as the bad. Continuing to do the 
good things as well as finding solutions for the bad and the problems they may pose.

3. When critiquing website, what are four important things to remember?
 
  Consider the audience
  Determine the message and how the site does/does not express it
  Does the color coincide with the audience, mood & overall message of the website
  Be as detailed as possible when providing a critique

4. What is a pixel, and how is it related to RGB?

     A pixel is a small square of color used to make up raster images viewed on a computer. Monitor 
screens are made up of small squares containing three lights (red, green & blue or RGB).

5. What are two major differences between raster and vector images?

  Raster images are made of pixels and can become easily distorted if the image is enlarged or 
stretched. Vector images are created by connecting a line between two dots. When vector images are 
enlarged, computers simply use mathematical calculations to increase the size, while maintaining the quality 
of the image.

6. What is happening to an image when it is dithered?

  When an image is dithered, the computer is creating the illusion of new colors and shades by 
varying the combination of pixels.

7. What is a web browser, and why is it important to stay informed about them?

  A web browser is a program that translates data on the World Wide Web into a web page you can 
see. It is important to stay informed about web browsers because different browsers display data in different 
ways. Since there are tons of browsers out there, you’ll want to cater to those that are most popular. And test 
your site in various browsers to ensure similar user experiences.



8. What are the three most common file formats for the web, and what is each one used for?

  JPEG - JPEGs are ideal for images containing a wide range of colors such a photographs. They 
use compression to keep file size down.

  PNG - PNGs marry the best qualities of JPEGs and GIFs. They preserve good image quality, 
support a variety of colors and also transparency.

  GIF - GIFs are use for simple, solid color images and line drawings. They don’t use a lot of colors 
and can employ lossless compression. GIFs also support animation and transparency.

9. We know that animation is a powerful way to get attention, so how could including it in your web page be 
a bad thing?

  Animation can look great, but it is comprised of large files. Large files could take a long time to 
load. This can have a negative impact on the user experience. You don’t want site visitors to become 
annoyed by load times. So it’s best to keep animations fairly simple.

EXERCISES:

1. Surf the web and find 5 sites you really like. Study each site and write out a detailed list of the three 
elements that attract you to this site.

  Google.com - This is arguably one of the most simplistic sites on the web. The design is 
minimalistic and the search engine is easy to use. Search results are categorized in a manner that make it 
easy to locate your desired information.

  Seasons52.com - clean, modern design & color scheme. I like being able to view the entire home 
page all at once, rather than having to scroll down. The navigation menu and social media icons are easy to 
find.

  BlackWaterBride.com - This musicians website makes an immediate statement. The band logo and 
photo dominate the screen portraying an image that is indicative of their brand. The scrolling layout really 
works well with this type of site. As you continue scrolling, the navigation menu is always visible. My only 
criticism is that it would be nice if social media links were continuously visible as well.

  TribuneMedia.com - This newly re-vamped site features a compelling layout. Contrasting colors 
make the various tiles stand out. I also like that you’re provided with a brief description when you hover over 
each tile.

  Mavs.com - The latest incarnation of the Dallas Mavericks website looks really sharp. Menu bar 
makes it easy for you to navigate the site. Whether you’re looking for tickets, game highlights or trying to buy 
some gear, it’s just one click away from the home page. The scrolling oversized images command the users 
attention. Users see a brief description of the image and a link to more detailed information. My only 
complaint is that they could increase the time in between scrolls. 

2. Find five sites you don’t like. Study each site and write out a detailed list of the elements you could do 
without.

  Lennar.com - The Lennar homepage is fairly simplistic. But I feel the navigation needs work. Users 



  Lennar.com - The Lennar homepage is fairly simplistic. But I feel the navigation needs work. Users 
doing a home search will have to do numerous clicks and navigate away from the home page in order to 
complete their search.  It would be more user-friendly if they had a drop down menu or a form on the home 
page that allowed users to input all their search criteria at once.

  OrlandoSentinel.com - There are ads all over this page. As the home page loads, it is covered by a 
giant ad scrolling across the middle of the screen. There’s a huge ad banner below the top navigation menu. 
The page is also flanked massive with ads on either side. I also counted at least 10 ads throughout the home 
page. I understand that ads generate revenue. But they are bordering on distracting.

  www.ocls.info - The Orange County Public Library's website is a great example of how simplified 
design could make for a much better user experience. Site navigation is a nightmare. The side menu has 
dozens of tabbed items. Click on one and you’ll taken to another page with about 20 more items containing 
various content to sift through. If you’re searching the online catalog, the method for downloading e-books is 
far from user-friendly. The home page layout is extremely condensed, and not in a good way. Everything fits 
on the page without scrolling, but it’s so tightly crammed together that it’s difficult to read. 

  berkshirehathaway.com - This is one case where simpler does not equal better. Berkshire 
Hathaway is a billion dollar company with what looks like a $5 website. The plain white background creates 
way too much contrast. The bulleted menu is extremely generic. This website looks like it was created in 
1995, and hasn’t been updated since.
  
   bcbsfl.com - The home page for Florida Blue looks great. But the navigation needs to be simplified. 
Once you log in as a member, you’ll find it very difficult to complete basic tasks like reviewing your account 
information and paying your bill. The menu bar is confusing because several menu items perform similar 
tasks. Some are “view-only” while others complete the action. Every time I log on to this site I have to hunt 
and peck to find what I’m looking for.


